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 We started the school-year with accomplishments, and we end  
 it also with accomplishments
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What is the Message of 
the First Two Modern 
Palestinian Saints?

INTERVIEW – Below is an interview of the Latin Patriarch 
of Jerusalem, His Beatitude Fouad Twal, published on 
May 7, 2015, with François Vaine, Director of Communi-
cation of the Order of the Holy Sepulcher in collaboration 
with Vatican Insider, about the upcoming canonisations of 
the two palestinians nuns, Mariam and Marie-Alphonsine.
 
Your Beatitude, you will be in Rome on May 17th for the 
canonization of two Palestinian nuns, and you have in-
vited the President of the Palestinian State to come with 
you. What does this event of the universal Church repre-
sent for the inhabitants of the Holy Land in this moment 
of history?
“The canonization of these two Palestinian saints is a 
spiritual highpoint for the inhabitants of the Holy Land. 
In the midst of all our difficulties, Mariam and Marie-
Alphonsine are a light on our path, an invitation not to 
be discouraged and to keep our eyes fixed on our goal 
and our shared vocation as Christians: holiness. If today 
the Holy Land, so torn by violence and divisions, some-
times seems disfigured, our two saints come to restore its 
sanctity. It is as if Mariam and Marie-Alphonsine, by their 
example, were saying to us, “Yes, the Holy Land can be 
fruitful, and it can bear fruits of holiness.” Holiness is still 
possible, even in an extremely difficult context.

Mariam and Marie-Alphonsine did not experience the Is-
raeli-Palestinian conflict in their life on earth, but they also 
lived in troubled times and in extreme poverty. Mariam, 
who did not receive education, was actually illiterate. Yet, 
both of them, in perseverance, patience, and humility, 
loved God and their brethren, through charity and sacri-
fice, to the point of becoming saints.”

What is the great message of these two new saints, Mar-
iam Bawardi and Marie-Alphonsine Ghattas—to whom 
you have just devoted a pastoral letter for today’s world?
“It is a message of hope and love, a message of en-
couragement to holiness through humility and simplicity. 
Mariam referred to herself as “the little nothing” of Jesus 
Crucified. Marie-Alphonsine also lived in the greatest hu-
mility and was sometimes persecuted, while the sisters 
who lived with her ignored until the end that she was the 
foundress of her community, the Sisters of the Rosary of 
Jerusalem.

The message of both is that we should be lived in God’s 
presence, relying on Him for everything, with full confi-
dence, in the midst of even the greatest difficulties.

Marie Alphonsine, like Mariam, received everything from 
God. The Blessed Virgin showed her the plans of the

church dedicated to Our Lady of the Rosary in Jerusa-
lem. Likewise, the Holy Spirit showed Mariam where to 
found the Carmel of Bethlehem. Both listened to God in 
the smallest details of their lives. So, I would say that 
their great message is that holiness is accessible to all, 
holiness as a loving and intimate relationship with God.

Now, the fact that Mariam and Marie-Alphonsine, the first 
modern Palestinian saints, are both Arabs is a sign of 
hope for Palestine, for the entire Holy Land and the Mid-
dle East: holiness is always possible, even in a war-torn 
region. May a generation of saints follow them!”

What do you expect from the meeting with Pope Francis, 
and, more largely, what is the pilgrimage program of the 
delegation that you will lead on this occasion?

“The meeting with the Holy Father, in the extraordinary 
context of these canonizations, will be a time of great joy 
for us. I am sure that it will rekindle the hope of our faithful 
in the Middle East and encourage them to remain firm in 
the faith and keep their eyes fixed on heaven, especially 
in these difficult times that Christians are experiencing 
there. Mariam and Marie-Alphonsine are a consolation 
from Heaven. We have seen this year that Pope Francis 
constantly looks towards our region. He has repeatedly 
deplored the unprecedented atrocities against Christians 
and minorities in the Middle East, expressing his deep 
concern, and multiplied the initiatives: the meeting, in 
the Vatican, with the apostolic nuncios to Egypt, the Holy 
Land, Jordan, Iraq, Iran, Lebanon, Syria and Turkey, from 
October 2-14, 2014 ;  the Ordinary Consistory on the Mid-
dle East, on 20 October 2014; the Letter to the Christians 
of the Middle East, for Christmas, etc.

Marie-Alphonsine and Mariam are both daughters of the 
Christian East, and I believe that their canonization in this 
searing context is also a call from the Pope to prayer, 
which alone can miraculously help our region to recov-
er. We now have two new saints to intercede for Peace. 
Their search for wisdom and their divine message rep-
resent a model of perfection for Christians as well as for 
Jews and Muslims. Both have Mary, Miriam, as their first 
name; and this name, common to our three traditions, is 
also a sign for our time, indicating that they can speak to 
all three without distinction.”
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Excerpts from 
the patrons of the 
commencement 

exercises speeches
Bishops of the Latin Patriarchate  of Jerusalem pa-
tronized  the commencement exercises in seven 
LPS. In their speeches, they all congratulated the 
graduates, their parents and the schoolos for their 
achievements, and urged  the graduates to seek 
higher education and live the morals ingrained in 
them at LPS and wished them success in the vari-
ous facets of their life

H.B.Patriarch Michael Sabbah patronized Al Ahliyyah College ceremony. In 
his speech he thanked the school for all its achievements, urged the students 
to seek college education   to serve man and country. He added that Palestine, 
the land of holiness, is in need of highly educated people and that the great 
event of canonizing the two Palestinian saints shows the world that Palestine 
is still alive

H.E. Bishop William Shomali patronized the celebrations in Beit Jala, Beit Sahour,Taybeh 
and Nablus. In his speeches, he extended H.B The Patriarch’s congratulations  and blessings, 
and congratulated the graduates, their parents and the school for their achievements. He also 
thanked the General directorate of LPS and the Ministry of Education for the pivotal role they 
play in offering the best possible education  to  generation after  generation of  students In 
Taybeh, he pointed out the role LPS plays in offering good education to the neighboring towns 
and villages which makes it a place to teach intercommunication and co-existenceg. 

In Beit Jala, he praised  the wisdom and courage of His Holiness Pope Francis  and the Vatican in recognizing the 
State of Palestine on the borders of July 4th,1967. He added that LPS is the place that teaches democracy, love, 
tolerance  and respecting the other cultures. It enhances coexistence and builds up the foundations of the forthcom-
ing Palestinian State.
In Beit Sahour  he commended the major role His Holiness Pope Francis and the Vatican played to prevent the 
annexation of Cremisan territory, The recognition of the State of Palestine on the borders of July4th, 1967,and the 
canonization of the two Palestinian saints. He also pointed out that St. Marie Alphonsine  founded the first school 
in Beit Sahour in 1886 .
 In Nablus: He announced that a new modern school building will be constructed to replace the old one in order to
.enable the school to offer better educational atmosphere for the students in the area

Bishop Boulos Marcuzzo
Bishop Marcuzzo patronized the graduation celebrations of Zababdeh LPS.He 
conveyed the Patriarch’s congratulations and blessing to the graduates and 
wished them a brilliant  future. He expressed his pride in Zababdeh LPS which 
has been in action for 129 years and urged the students to keep up the good 
work, and described them as the generation of perfection and holiness
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Fr. Dr Faysal Hijazen patronized the commencement exercises in BirZeit School. He congratulated 
the graduates, their parents and the school for their achievements. He said that Palestine lives in a 
state of holiness on the occasion of canonizing the two Palestinian Saints, St.Marie Alphonsine and 
St. Mary of Jesus Crucified Baouardy. He added that this major National event has many indications. 
It is an indication that the Palestinian  people  did not and will not perish. They are a people that de-
serves to live, and that Palestine is the land of holiness and the birthplace of saints. He also said that 
our schools are open to all without any discrimination to gender, social or religious backgrounds and 
that acceptance of students is based on citizenship rather than sectarianism or different persuasions, 
because LPS are an integral part of the Palestinian educational process

The Eighth cultural contest
The eighth cultural contest for LPS  ninth-graders was held at Beit Jala elementary school hall. The contenders were 
LPS students of Nablus, Zababdeh, Ramallah, Bir Zeit, Taybeh, Aboud, Beit Sahour and Beit Jala, chaperoned by 
teachers from each school.

Fr. Dr. Faysal Hijazen, the director general of LPS in Palestine, welcomed the contenders  and succinctly stressed on 
the importance of such contests in the dissemination of knowledge and culture. He also pointed out that on May 17, 
2015, Palestine is on a rendezvouz with the major event of canonizing the two Palestinian saints, Marie Alphonsine 
Ghattas and Mariam of Jesus Crucified Baouardi, the first two Palestinian saints to be canonized.

The contending schools were divided into two groups of four schools each. The winners of the first and second posi-
tions in the first round, being Nablus,Taybeh, Beit Sahour and Beit Jala,  qualified  for the finals.

The three-member panel of referees announced that Nablus achieved the first place, Beit Sahour the second place, 
Beit Jala the third place and Taybeh the fourth place.

Fr. Faysal awarded the trophies to winning teams and thanked all the contenders and the staff who conceptualized, 
prepared for and launched this contest. He also announced the publication of Beit Sahour LPS booklet of articles 
written by the students, and added that, in order to encourage the other schools to follow the example of Beit Sahour, 
LPS directorate will print any LPS such booklet at its own expense.
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 The second
 French
 cultural

competition
Under the patronage of Fr. Dr Faysal Hijazen, the director general of LPS in Palestine, The second French cultural 
competition was launched for the eighth-graders of LPS schools that teach French as a second foreign language. 
These schools are: Al-Ahliyyah, Nablus, Taybeh, Bir Zeit, Zababdeh, Beit Jala and Beit Sahour.

The contending schools were divided into two groups of three students each group. The first group consisted of Al-
Ahliyyah, Zababdeh, Beit Sahour and Taybeh, and the second group consisted of Nablus, Beit Jala and Bir Zeit. The 
schools that qualified for the finals were Zababdeh and Beit sahour from the first group and Nablus and Beit Jala 
from the second group.

In the final round, Beit jala won the first place, both Nablus and Beit Sahour came second, and Zababdeh came 
fourth.

At the end of the competition, Fr. Dr. Faysal Hijazen awarded a tablet for every participant, and thanked all those who 
prepared for and launched this competition.
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The General Administration launches a series of workshops
LPS general administration launched a series of workshops for all 14 LPS schools under the title of  “The First Edu-
cational Assembly.” These workshops were held for all teachers of grades 1-10, and were conducted by Dr. Khaled 
Jawareesh  who visited each and every school   individually   for this workshop.  The topics it dealt with were:
         •Educational Toys.
         •Behavioral Adjustment.
         •Thinking Skills.
         •Measurement and Evaluation.
         •Active Learning .
         •Cooperative Learning.
 These workshops will continue during the following months until all LPS schools are covered.

The General Administration launches a series 
of workshops
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The faculty and the student body on this year’s achievements, some of which were winning the first posi-
tion in the French cultural competition staged by LPS for schools that teach French, and the tenth-grader 
Lourde’s Atwan won the first position in the freestyle and underwater finswimming championship staged 
by the Palestinian Water Sports Union. The grand finale was the open day inaugurated By Fr. Dr. Faysal 
Hijazen, LPS director Generalon Monday ,May11, for the parents to see their children’s exhibition of their 
work in the various educational fields, both scientific and literary, under the motto “The Student is the Sign 
of Peace” which the school adopted this year

  We started the school-year with accomplishments, and 
we end it also with accomplishments.
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Our Schools in May

Aboud

 A Kerb drill with the
traffic police department

Caritas Medical Centre in Aboud, in cooperation  with 
Aboud LPS, held a kerb drill for the fifth- graders in the 
city of Ramallah. The students were lectured how to 
cross the street safely on the zebra crossing when the 
light is green .

Under the Patronage of Fr. Dr. Faysal Hijazen, LPS di-
rector general, The school held its annual exhibition on 
Saturday May 9, 2015. Members of the village council,  
parents and visitors visited the exhibition . 

THE ANNUAL EXHIBITION
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Taybeh

On Thursday, May 7,Taybeh LPS held its open day ac-
tivities in the school playground. It was started with the 
Palestinian National Anthem to be followed by folklore 
dances, songs and a play entitled “Boycott Them” per-
formed by the students.

The open day was attended by Fr. Aziz Halaweh, the par-
ish priest, the nuns, the faculty and a large crowd of the 
students’ parents and visitors..

Open Day
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Beit Sahour

Beit Sahour LPS students published their first booklet 
“Creativity”  “Ibda’at” which they started to work on since 
the beginning of the current school-year 2014-2015.

The booklet included articles on various topics, poetry 
and prose written by the students themselves  under the 
supervision  and guidance of the language teachers.

The booklet was distributed to all LPS schools to encour-
age other schools to follow the example of Beit Sahour in 
order to discover the latent talents of students in writing, 
and to encourage them to apply their knowledge in real 
life and not to just regurgitate information, but instead to 
process it and to use it to express their own ideas.
Congratulations. Keep up the good work.

Publishing of “The Creativity” 
Booklet written by the students.

The kindergarteners, chaperoned by their teachers, went 
on a recreational trip to Ush Ghurab park  where they 
spent a good time away from the school routine

A recreational trip to Ush 
Ghurab park
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Ramallah

Two ninth –graders from Al Ahliyyah College won the first 
place in writing articles about the environment and pho-
tography in the environmental contest held at Beit Jala 
LPS. The contest consisted of writing articles about the 
environment, photography and drawing.

Ramallah-Al Ahliyyah College 
wins the first place in the 

environmental contest

Al Ahliyyah college staged the annual open day for the 
school-year 2014-2015. It included various sports con-
tests, reading poems and folklore dances.

The open Day
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Bir Zeit

In coopertation with, and under the supervision of 
“Nayzak” Association, LPS tenth-graders carried out 
some scientific curricular experiments 

Scientific Experiments

Beit Jala

Beit Jala LPS  ninth-graders paid a visit to the tomb of the 
late President Arafat, and to the museum of the famous 
Palestinian poet Mahmoud Darwish.

At the museum, the students were happy to see manu-
scripts of Darwish’s poetry, in his own handwriting, and 
the original manuscript of the declaration of indepen-
dence which he worded.

After the visit, the students spent the rest of the day At 
Makhmas recreation park in Ramallah

A visit to the late president Arafat 
tomb and to the museum of the 

poet Mahmoud Darwish
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In cooperation with Abraham Path Society-Hebron, the tenth graders, accompanied by a tour guide, went on a hiking 
field trip  through the wilderness of Bethlehem to Jericho. They followed the four-thousand-year-old touristic Abra-
ham’s path which relates Abraham Biblical story. They stopped at Rashaideh clan camp where they had lunch in a 
large tent, then resumed their journey in four-wheel drive jeeps to Jericho.

Mr. Daibes, the school principal said that this trip is one of the most important extracurricular activities because it 
entrenches the national spirit and the love of land in the Palestinian students, fosters loyalty to  the country and helps 
in creating and polishing their personality since the school adopted the motto of “The student is a sign of hope” for 
this year.

A field trip on Abraham’s Path

LPS kindergarten hosted Ms.Christina, the principal of the German St. Boniface kindergarten. This visit comes within 
the framework of the twinning correlation between the two kindergartens.

Ms Christina began her visit by attending the solemn mass which was officiated by Bishop William Shomali and Fr. 
Aktham Hijazen, and during which the children of the congregation received the first communion. Then she met with 
Fr. Dr. Faysal Hijazen, director general of LPS, who thanked her for all that she offers to the school and the kinder-
garten. She then visited the kindergarten and spent some time with the children there.

LPS kindergarten hosts the principal of the German  
St. Boniface  Kindergarten 
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Beit Jala LPS hosted three educational symposiums for math, IT and social studies. Remedial plans were set up by 
each group of the 250 participating teachers to help the students and the teachers facilitate the teaching-learning 
process. 

The IT teachers demonstrated to the participants how to utilize the modern technology in the teaching process, and 
how technological advances are eroding barriers in education, and how to adopt the IT curriculum set up by the min-
istry of education and how to encourage students to benefit from it in a practical way.

Beit Jala LPS hosts three educational symposiums
AND

The office of education honours Beit Jala LPS principal and staff

Mrs.Nisreen Amer, director  of Bethlehem Office of Edu-
cation, expressed her deep gratitude and appreciation to 
the school principal and staff for their efforts in the suc-
cess of the educational symposium week.
The heads of the math department and the commercial 
education departments at the office of education visited 
the school during the morning queue before classes, and 
extended the directors’ gratitude and appreciation to the 
principal and staff, then they awarded the shield of the 
office of education and a certificate of appreciation to the 
school principal
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Under this year’s slogan “The Student is a Sign of Hope,” 
and on the occasion of the end of the school-year, and 
the beginning of the second semester finals, the school, 
under the patronage of Fr. Dr. Faysal Hijazen, the LPS 
director general, and Fr. Dr. Aktham Hijazen, the Parish 
priest, staged a multi-activity open day in which the stu-
dents harnessed their latent talents and exhibited their 
work and projects for the parents, visitors and the stu-
dents to see.

The day began with a students Vs teachers volley ball 
match, which was followed by a communal breakfast, 
thanks for the generosity of Mayor Nicola Khamis, Fufu 
Bakery, The Crown Bakery and Elias Co. who generously 
donated victuals.The students also brought some sand-
wiches and cookies to sell and the revenues were spe-
cialized for the poor student’s fund.

The science department carried out vision tests, blood 
tests, blood pressure and other scientific experiments. 
The other sections, i.e. the math department, the lan-
guage department and IT department also contributed 
their fair share to the success of this day.

At the end of the day, the principal thanked all the teach-
ers and students who conceptualized, prepared for and 
launched these activities.

Multi-activity day 

The eleventh-graders visit 
Bir Zeit University

The eleventh-graders, science stream, paid a visit to Bir 
Zeit University. The purpose of this visit was to  enlighten 
the students about the role Palestinian universities play 
in educating the Palestinian youth. 

The visit included the colleges of math, physics, biology, 
and arts. The students also visited the scientific exhibition 
at the university and performed some scientific experi-
ments.
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It is May, the month devoted to the Blessed Virgin, the herald of finals, the end of the school year and the summer 
holidays. Preparations for commencement exercises culminate in all the private and public high schools in Pales-
tine and, I expect, all over the world. LPS are no different from these schools. There is noticeable hustle and bustle 
everywhere. Students are busy buying their graduation suits, shirts and ties. The girls are turning the stores inside 
out in search of the most beautiful and suitable dress, mothers are making appointments with the hairdressers for 
both themselves and their daughters, the valedictorians and the salutatorians are busy preparing their speeches in 
different languages, to deliver them on the long awaited moments of glory. The school principals, the teachers the 
bishops, and even the Patriarch himself, are very busy as well, because all the celebrations will be held under their 
patronage, and they are going to be the main speakers on these long awaited moments, and have to write down 
their own speeches as well. The euphoria will reach phenomenal heights when the students’ certificates are con-
ferred upon them. The event will culminate in a spectacular finale when they all assemble  for a collective memorial 
picture with their teachers and the bishop, and fling their caps in the air. 

252 students will be awarded diplomas at the annual convocation of eight LPS classes of 2015: 

 Gaza  27
 Taybeh  38
 Beit Sahour 27
 Bir Zeit  23
 Ramallah 28
 Zababdeh 38
 Nablus  13
 Beit Jala 58
 Rama  29
 Reaneh  70
 Total  351

These students will sit for the Ministry of Education Exam (Tawjihi) which will be held in early June. Only those who 
pass this exam will qualify to enroll in local or international universities. The subject they will choose to study will 
depend on the grade average they get in this exam. We wish all our students the best of luck in their exam.
The joys of this day are not only limited to the high school graduates. The kindergarteners will also graduate from 
Kindergarten to begin their 12-year-long regular school education next school year. These children look awesome 
in their small robes and caps and are overjoyed to receive their certificates too.

Commencement Exercises
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  Taybeh

H.E. Bishop William Shomali patronized .
In Taybeh, he pointed out the role LPS plays in offering good education to the neighboring towns and villages which 
makes it a place to teach intercommunication and co-existence.
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Zababdeh

Bishop Boulos Marcuzzo
Bishop Marcuzzo patronized the graduation celebrations of Zababdeh LPS. He conveyed the 
patriarch’s congratulations and blessing to the graduates and wished them a brilliant  future. He 
expressed his pride in Zababdeh LPS which has been in action for 129 years and urged the stu-
dents to keep up the good work, and described them as the generation of perfection and holiness
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  Bir Zeit

Fr. Dr Faysal Hijazen patronized the commencement exercises in BirZeit School. He congratulated the graduates, their 
parents and the school for their achievements. He said that Palestine lives in a state of holiness on the occasion of canon-
izing the two Palestinian Saints, St.Marie Alphonsine and St. Mary of Jesus Crucified Baouardy. He added that this major 
National event has many indications. It is an indication that the Palestinian  people  did not and will not perish. They are 
a people that deserves to live, and that Palestine is the land of holiness and the birthplace of saints. He also said that 
our schools are open to all without any discrimination to gender, social or religious backgrounds and that acceptance of 
students is based on citizenship rather than sectarianism or different persuasions, because LPS are an integral part of the 
Palestinian educational process
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  Ramallah

H.B.Patriarch Michael Sabbah Patronized Al Ahliyyah College ceremony. In his speech he 
thanked the school for all its achievements, urged the students to seek college education   to 
serve man and country. He added that Palestine, the land of holiness, is in need for highly edu-
cated people and that the great event of canonizing the two Palestinian saints shows the world 
that Palestine is still alive
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  Beit Jala

H.E. Bishop William Shomali patronized 
He praised  the wisdom and courage of His Holiness Pope Francis  and the Vatican in recognizing the State of Pal-
estine on the borders of July 4,1967. He added tthat LPS are places that teaches democracy, love, tolerance  and 
respecting the other cultures. They enhances coexistence and builds up the foundations of the forthcoming Palestin-
ian State.
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  Beit Sahour

H.E. Bishop William Shomali patronized .
He commended the major role His Holiness Pope Francis and the Vatican played to prevent the annexation of 
Cremisan territory, The recognition of the State of Palestine on the borders of July4th, 1967,and the canonization of 
the two Palestinian saints. He also pointed out that St. Marie Alphonsine  founded the first school in Beit Sahour in 
1886
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  Nablus

H.E. Bishop William Shomali patronized .
 He announced that a new modern school building will be constructed to replace the old one in order to enable the
.school to offer better educational atmosphere for the students in the area
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  Rama

25

Bishop Boulos Marcuzzo
Bishop Marcuzzo patronized the graduation celebrations of Rama LPS.He conveyed the patriarch’s 
congratulations and blessing to the graduates and wished them a brilliant  future. He expressed his 
pride in Rama LPS which has been in action for 100 years and urged the students to keep up the 
good work, and described them as the generation of perfection and holiness
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  Reneh

26
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With your help, we can complete projects to renovate buildings, purchase lab equipment, 
school supplies and furniture, as well as many more necessities.

You can even give a poor child the priceless gift of education by providing his or her tuition!

If you feel called to help the students in the schools of The Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem, 
the bank details are below.
For our friends in Europe:

General Director : Rev Faysal Hijazen - faysalhijazen@lpj.org
www.latin-schools.org

************************************************************
Pax-Bank:
Payment Instructions:

Please pay / transfer to our current account at pax-Bank eG in Germany according to the follow-
ing instructions

• Beneficiary:  Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem 
                                Latin Patriarchate Street. BOP 14152
                                91141- Jerusalem 
                                Israel
• IBAN (International Bank Account No.)  DE 16370601930058029017
• Account with (bank name & address) Pax-Bank eG, Von-Werth-str. 
      25-27, 50670 Cologne, Germany 

Please ask your Bank to directly wire through:

WGZ-Bank, Ludwig-Erhard-Allee 20, 40227 Duesseldorf with SWIFT-code GENODEDO
Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem
Latin Patriarchate Street. BOP 14152
91141- Jerusalem
Israe
************************************************************

•For our friends in the United States:
For U.S Dollar currency transfers utilize the following bank address: 
-Intermediary Bank, 
-Credit Suisse , Zurich. 
-Swift Code: CRESCHZZ80A 
- Favor of:Arab Bank No.49 
-Bethlehem Branch No. 853

Director: Fr. Faysal Hijazen

Edited by: George Abu Dayyeh

Designed  by: Waseim Kasabry 


